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Abstract 

Supply chains are usually thought of as manufacturing and delivering physical items, but there are 
also supply chains associated with the development and operation of a software system. Software 
supply chain research does not have decades of evidence to draw on, as with physical-item supply 
chains. Taking a systems perspective on software supply chain risks, this report considers current 
practices in software supply chain analysis and suggests some foundational practices. The product 
and supplier selection criteria for system development depend on how a product is used in a 
system. While many of the criteria for the selection of product suppliers and system development 
contractors are the same, there is also a significant difference between these kinds of acquisitions. 
Product development is completed in advance of an acquirer’s product and supplier assessment. 
There is no guarantee that current supplier development practices were used for a specific 
product. For custom system acquisitions, acquirers can and should actively monitor both 
contractor and product supply chain risks during development. This report suggests contractor and 
acquirer activities that support the management of supply chain risks.   
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1 Introduction 

We usually think of supply chains as manufacturing and delivering physical items, but there are 
also supply chains associated with the development and operation of a software system. Software 
supply chains include supply chains for physical components, integrated components such as 
network routers, and software. A supply chain for a commercial software product includes the 
product development organization and their suppliers. The supply chain for a custom-developed 
software system can include the prime contractors, subcontractors, and supply chains for the 
commercial products used.  

The growing government reliance on complex software supply chains to deliver military, civil, 
and intelligence capabilities has increased software assurance concerns. Software supply chain 
participants have become distributed internationally. This complexity makes it more challenging 
than ever for acquirers to understand, monitor, and manage supply chain products and processes.  

1.1 Hardware and Software Supply Chains 

Analysis of hardware supply chains draws on decades of experience and has an established 
framework for research and analysis. Such a framework cannot exist for software supply chains 
until a baseline of experience and data exists. Physical and software supply chains share a number 
of risks such as the business risks associated with a supplier’s operations, with delivery on 
schedule and within costs, and with delivered items meeting specifications. For the shared items, a 
software supply chain analysis framework can draw on experience with physical supply chains.  

There is an important difference between acquisitions for software and those for hardware or 
integrated components such as routers. A software product is typically delivered as a single item 
that is then redistributed within an organization. Issues of supply chain integrity apply to that one 
delivery. Hardware and integrated components involve multiple deliveries of the same item, and 
supply chain integrity must be verified for each delivery. Hardware specifications can be verified 
on delivery in most instances, but software functionality cannot. A software component may 
exhibit undesired behavior when confronted with conditions not considered during development, 
raising a security concern. 

1.2 Software Supply Chain Risk Analysis 

A software supply chain can affect all aspects of a delivered system. On-time delivery and costs 
often get the most attention, but the most serious risks are associated with system assurance. Does 
the system behave as expected? This report considers software behavior that is associated with 
security.  

Software supply chain risk analysis for security considers three components as shown in Figure 1. 
• attack analysis: factors that lead to successful attacks  

• supplier: capability to limit product attributes that enable attacks 

• acquirer: tradeoff decisions (desired usage and acceptable business risks) 

− business risk assessment—identify attack enablers and possible business risks 
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Connectivity 

To avoid detection, the attack did not use the corporate networks to modify the control system 
software. Instead trusted administrative personnel were used as unknowing transfer agents. 

Internet access and defects in Windows or in application software were used to compromise 
computing resources belonging to the trusted administrators. The transfer to the control software 
was likely done via USB drives used by system administrators. That such a transfer was possible 
is also a system weakness. The risks of using the same computing equipment for general use 
(internet access) and critical administrative activities had either not been considered or not 
adequately mitigated. 

Consequences 

The malware could inject code into the control system that affected the physical processes being 
managed, which could sabotage factory equipment [McGraw 2010b, Richmond 2010]. Analysis 
of those consequences should consider attacker motivations. In this case, the sophistication of the 
malware, known as Stuxnet, led to speculations that it was staged by a government or 
government-backed group, which suggested an attack that targeted specific usage or 
organizations. 

1.3.2 Suppliers 

Reduce Targets 

Control systems such as the ones targeted by the Stuxnet attack are used to control water, 
electricity, and nuclear operations. To be adapted to the acquiring organization’s requirements, 
control systems must be extensible. The acquiring organization implements such extensibility by 
writing the code that controls the physical processes. This kind of extensibility is a frequent target, 
and in this case, an attacker wrote and installed their own code that adversely changed the 
behavior of existing control functions. The potential severity of such exploits requires that 
suppliers give special attention to authorizations, authentications, and auditing for installing such 
code. 

Reduce Defects 

Discussions of national cyber threats before Stuxnet had brought up the risks of compromised 
control systems. In practice, however, mitigating their weaknesses had not been a high priority for 
control system suppliers, and hence the risk of malware corrupting a configuration had not been 
considered. A classic tradeoff for suppliers is between costs and extensive failure analysis. In this 
case, the attack exploited a number of items not controlled by Siemens, such as Windows 
vulnerabilities and the compromise of administrator computing devices. Given resource 
constraints, a generic weakness for system development is that developers do not consider all 
operational software risks, which attackers then try to exploit. 

1.3.3 Acquirers 

Supplier Selection 

While the likelihood of compromising control systems had been the subject of speculative 
discussions, control system suppliers and products were likely assessed on provided functionality 
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and on system attributes such as reliability and extensibility. The appearance of Stuxnet, the first 
instance of a control system exploit, introduces new threats with significant consequences, and it 
will change selection criteria.  

Possible Tradeoffs 

There are numerous examples of attacks that exploit compromised end-user computing devices 
and software. End-user devices such as cell phones can be difficult to control, and software such 
as web browsers increase attack opportunities. In some instances the advantages of better 
connectivity outweigh the risks. The connectivity issues in the Stuxnet case were internal to the 
organization. However, there is increasing network connectivity among the participants in the 
electrical grid, which raises the risk that the consequences of a supply chain risk at one electrical 
grid participant will adversely affect others.  

Operations 

Control system operators should not assume that control system suppliers quickly mitigate these 
kinds of attacks. A new attack-induced failure could require a partial redesign. In an instance such 
as the Stuxnet attack, an operational unit would have to tighten system administrative and 
maintenance procedures to mitigate the risks associated with compromised USB drives. 

1.4 Organization of Report 

The intended audience for this report includes those developing techniques for software supply 
chain analysis, those considering the issues that should be addressed, and leading-edge acquirers 
who seek to identify applicable software supply chain risks that should be addressed. 

Section 2 expands on attack analysis. A successful cyber attack typically exploits a mistake. This 
report concentrates on the inadvertent introduction of exploitable software defects during software 
system development, which at this time is a significant risk. Section 3 considers supplier 
capabilities for mitigating supply chain risks. A supplier needs to do a product risk assessment for 
attributes that might enable an attack. The discussion of desired supplier capabilities describes 
several development practices. Supplier capability should be measured not by the application of 
these specific practices but by the application of practices that produce equivalent results. An 
acquirer must consider both attack enablers and supplier capabilities as described in Section 4. 
Operational and supplier assessments depend on the type of acquisition, for example, user 
productivity software, system components, or custom system development. Sections 2 through 4 
concentrate on software supply chain risks associated with an initial acquisition. The Stuxnet 
incident, however, occurred after deployment. Section 5 discusses how software supply risk 
management should continue into deployment and be integrated into operations. Finally Section 6 
provides a summary, and Section 7 discusses possible next steps for this analysis. 
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recent years. Current tools find about one-third of the bugs prior to deployment that are ever 
found subsequently, and the rate of false positives is about equal to that of true positives. 
However, it is the opinion of the task force that unless a major breakthrough occurs, it is 
unlikely that any tool in the foreseeable future will find more than half the suspect code. 
Moreover, it can be assumed that the adversary has the same tools; therefore, it is likely the 
malicious code would be constructed to pass undetected by these tools. [DoD 2007] 

Inadvertently Created Software Defects 

The potential intentional insertion of malicious code at some point in a geographically distributed 
supply chain presents challenges. However, a much higher risk at this time is an inadvertent 
exploitable software design and coding error, made by one of the contributors to a supply chain, 
in the delivered product.  

Such exploitable software defects are widespread. On September 22, 2010, Veracode released the 
second version of their semiannual State of Software Security Report, which draws on the analysis 
of billions of lines of code and thousands of applications [Veracode 2010]. Their overall finding is 
that most software is very insecure. Regardless of software origin, 58 percent of all applications 
did not achieve an acceptable security score upon first submission to Veracode for testing. 
Veracode also tested the software for the 2010 CWE/SANS top 25 most dangerous software 
errors [MITRE 2010a]. Those weaknesses are well known, easily remedied, and can be identified 
by commercially available testing tools. Yet 70 percent of the internally developed software and 
62 percent of commercially developed software submitted to Veracode did not achieve acceptable 
security scores when initially tested for those specific weaknesses. 

An attack typically tries to put a software system into a state not anticipated by the developers. 
For example, even behavior well specified in software design can be changed if the system 
executes attacker-supplied code. Software weaknesses can enable an attacker to change system 
behavior so as to  
• access information not normally available 

• create circumstances that lead to termination of a software service (denial of service) 

• execute attacker-supplied software  

Software defects frequently occur because a design did not consider adverse operational 
conditions, particularly those associated with increased connectivity and a more complex 
operational environment. For example, the designers of wireless air pressure monitors for 
automobiles did not consider input validation, authentication, or encryption. They did not 
anticipate that those monitors could be accessed by devices external to the automobile that spoof 
input to cause a false low pressure warning. One supplier’s monitor was even damaged [Schwartz 
2010].  

With an objective to increase developer awareness of common vulnerabilities and attack 
strategies, as well as how to prevent them, the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) describes 
more than 600 types of software design and coding weaknesses that have enabled cyber attacks 
[MITRE 2010c]. Table 1 lists some of the CWE/SANS top 25 most dangerous software errors 
drawn from the CWE. The Common Attack Pattern Enumeration Classification (CAPEC) 
describes common methods attackers use to exploit vulnerabilities [MITRE 2010b]. In addition, 
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the U.S. government has sponsored considerable foundational work to create supporting 
information, standards, and formats for communicating software vulnerability data [NIST 2010b].  

Table 1: CWE Weaknesses [MITRE 2010a] 
Vulnerability Potential Consequence 

Cross-site scripting—Malware is downloaded as part 
of a web page. 

Information exposure through an error message—
provides implementation and configuration details 

SQL injection Buffer access with incorrect length value 

Buffer copy without checking size of input Improper check for unusual or exceptional conditions 

Incorrect calculation of buffer size Improper validation of array index 

Operating system command injection—Submitted 
input is used in parameters in the execution of an 
external program. 

Path traversal—Submitted file name includes “../” 
which changes directory. 

All too often an attack succeeds because a software routine does not properly validate data input. 
A good example of that is a Structured Query Language (SQL) injection, which has occurred in 
both custom-developed and commercially supplied software. The cause of SQL injections is well 
known, and there are several techniques that can be applied to eliminate the vulnerability. Yet it 
ranked second on the 2010 CWE/SANS Top 25 Most Dangerous Programming Errors list 
[MITRE 2010a]. 

In the following example, information is accessed from a database that uses SQL. Assume an 
application displays an employee name and salary after a user enters an employee ID. In the 
typical implementation, an SQL query is constructed by inserting the user-submitted value into an 
SQL query template. For example, if the user entry is 48943, the query submitted to the database 
server might be  

select Name, Salary from Employees where EmployeeID = 48943 

A key characteristic of this example is that user input values are incorporated into a string that is 
interpreted by the server. Such circumstances raise a red flag for knowledgeable developers. In an 
SQL injection, an attacker’s input includes SQL command elements. For this example, consider 
the input 48983 | (1 = 1); in SQL the symbol “|” is the logical OR. This query returns 
employee records where the EmployeeId = 48983 or where 1 = 1, and since the latter is always 
true, all employee names and salaries are displayed. SQL injections have been used in many of 
the cyber attacks that gained access to a retailer’s database with credit card data. 

2.2 Attack Surface 

Attackers look for system characteristics that have previously been successfully exploited, which 
supplies an intuitive notion of attackability. For example, a system with an SQL database may be 
subject to an SQL injection. An attacker seeks targets with high attackability. Can an acquirer use 
a similar measure to identify software products with low attackability? Howard proposed focusing 
on the software features that provide opportunities for attack, which he called the attack surface 
[Howard 2003]. For example, attacks frequently exploit poor input validation. Hence software 
components that accept user input are part of the attack surface. An attack surface also includes 
so-called enablers, which can be components such as an email service, features such as run-time 
configuration changes, or technologies used to implement a feature. Table 2 shows the elements 
of an attack surface as used in this report. 
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Table 2: Attack Surface [Howard 2005] 
Targets data resources or processes desired by attackers (a target could be a web 

browser, web server, firewall, mail client, database server, etc.) 

Enablers processes and data resources used by attackers to reach a target (e.g., web 
services, a mail client, XML, JavaScript, or ActiveX2) 

Channels and Protocols inputs and outputs used by attackers to obtain control over targets  

Access Rights constraints intended to limit the set of actions that can be taken with respect to 
data items or functionality  

For the SQL injection example above, the target is the database, the primary enabler is the use of 
SQL as the interface between a user-input component and the database, and the channel is the 
communications link between a browser and the application software that accepts input. 

Web browsers by design are extensible, and such extensibility creates large attack surfaces. They 
can be used for reading email, purchasing, editing documents, and administrating networks. That 
extensibility is achieved by downloading application-specific executable software (e.g., 
JavaScript) in addition to data from a web server. Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) is 
a combination of two languages that provides a means of exchanging data with a server and 
avoiding downloading a full webpage by updating only the parts of a web page that have changed. 
Attackers want the user to execute their code, and the same features that enable browser behavior 
at run-time can also be used maliciously to download malware or retrieve confidential user data. 
HTML5, with over 300 pages of specifications for features like video playback and drag-and-
drop, increases the attack opportunities. 

PDF file readers have had high attackability. The PDF attack surface includes the language 
specification of a clickable link that can be used by an attacker to execute an external program. In 
2010, most PDF file readers reduced their attack surface by implementing a safe mode in which 
that capability to execute external programs was turned off by default. 

2.3 Attacker Intent 

In many instances the objective of an attack that targets an end-user is to access personal 
information such as credit card data or to use that individual’s computing resources to distribute 
spam email or launch a distributed denial-of-service attack against another specific target. These 
kinds of attacks target a large community of users. 

A specific exploit can also be a step in a larger attack, and how an exploit is used depends on the 
overall attack objective. An objective in the SQL injection example could be data access. 
However, compromising site users has occurred as part of a larger attack. As an example, assume 
a website displays product information and that a web page is constructed based on the user query 
by retrieving appropriate product information from an SQL database. An SQL injection 
vulnerability might enable an attacker to modify database entries so that a user query results in the 
downloading of malware along with product data. A website that does not block such downloads 
has a cross-site scripting vulnerability. The site is unintentionally distributing externally written 
scripts. 

 
2  Mechanisms such as JavaScript or ActiveX give the attackers a way to execute their own code. 
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the other participating systems has been compromised. The bank in the bank-fraud example has 
this risk. Identifying possible actions has to start with a design assumption that the other parties 
may have been compromised. In the bank-fraud example, such an assumption would lead to a 
design decision to use an independent communications channel for confirmations and not use the 
potentially compromised communications channel that submitted the transactions. 

End-user software has always been a target for attackers. A large user community increases the 
likelihood of success. When the primary medium of data exchange was a floppy disk, an attacker 
might have used a Microsoft Word or Excel macro as malware. In 2010 the web is the dominant 
medium of data exchange, and web pages are used to install malware. Increased end-user 
connectivity and sophisticated end-user applications increase the likelihood of end-user device 
compromise. In the bank fraud example, the customer computer was compromised, and in the 
Google example, one of the company’s laptops had been infected by malware. In both instances, 
the end-user devices had been involved in other computing activities with inadequate controls.  
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Model (SAMM) for software security.6 Finally, the Build Security In (BSI) website7 contains a 
growing set of reference materials on software security practices. 

While suppliers’ software development practices may differ, developers at the leading edge of 
secure software production agree that secure development practices must be based on threat and 
risk analysis. A threat refers to an individual or organization that is motivated to compromise a 
site, while risk is the combination of the compromise’s impact and the likelihood that an attacker 
could exploit the software. A supplier must consider the attack enablers that are applicable to its 
products. For example, a database supplier should consider both threats and risks. A database 
often stores financial data and could be the target of threats from organized crime or from 
insiders. Some threats will have access to the skills and resources necessary for a sophisticated 
attack. A supplier’s software risk analysis has to evaluate their product’s resistance to well-
resourced attackers. Threat and risk analysis can enable acquirers and suppliers to target a small 
number of software attributes and focus SCRM resources accordingly.  

3.1.1 Threat Modeling 

This section focuses on the desired results of software development practices. Threat modeling is 
a good example of a systematic approach to determining an application’s security model during 
development, and it coordinates efforts among architects and developers to understand threats at 
design time and throughout construction [McGovern 2010]. Even though the technique is called 
“threat modeling,” the objective is to analyze risks and mitigations rather than to model attacker 
behavior such as motivations and available resources. As applied to software development, threat 
modeling is a part of Microsoft’s SDL [Howard 2006, Swiderski 2004]. Stephen Lipner has 
designated it as the most important part of the Microsoft SDL [Geer 2010]. Application of the 
technique has matured sufficiently that it can be more widely practiced [Steven 2010].  

Threat modeling in this report is considered a general-purpose activity that can be applied to 
systems and workflows in addition to software. Threat modeling incorporates detailed flow 
analysis. For software, the analysis could consider how one or more data flows or user scenarios 
among components could be compromised. At the systems level, the first application might be to 
workflows that involve both people and data. The analysis identifies critical business assets. For 
software, a detailed walkthrough of a data flow allows consideration of the deployed 
configuration and expected usage, identification of external dependencies such as required 
services, analysis of the interfaces to other components (inputs and outputs), and documentation 
of security assumptions and trust boundaries, such as the security control points. The analysis of 
data that includes access to an SQL database should either verify the application of known SQL 
injection mitigations or recommend one. The analysis of usage scenarios supports business 
decisions by linking threats to business assets. Such a walkthrough can consider adversary 
motivations, such as the criticality of the data being handled, in addition to the technical risks.  

3.1.2 Testing 

Increased attention to application software security has influenced security testing practices. All 
of the organizations initially interviewed for the Building Security In Maturity Model [McGraw 
 
6  http://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:Software_Assurance_Maturity_Model 

7  https://buildsecurityin.us-cert.gov/bsi/home.html 
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2010a] do penetration testing, but there is also increasing use of fuzz testing. Fuzz testing creates 
malformed data and observes application behavior when such data is accepted. An unexpected 
application failure due to malformed input is a reliability defect and possibly a security defect. 
Fuzz testing has been used effectively by attackers to find weaknesses. For example, in 2009 a 
fuzz-testing tool generated XML-formatted data that revealed an exploitable defect in widely used 
XML libraries. At Microsoft, fuzz testing finds about 20 to 25 percent of security defects in code 
not subject to secure coding practices [Howard 2006]. 

3.2 Reduce Attack Targets 

Attack surface analysis is described in Section 2.2. During development, attack surface analysis 
can focus attention on those software aspects that are of greatest concern for security risks. For 
each element of a documented attack surface, known weaknesses and attack patterns can be used 
to mitigate those risks. Well-partitioned code isolates features, reducing the attack surface and the 
amount of code to be evaluated for threats and vulnerabilities. Such analysis also can identify the 
attack opportunities that could require additional integration mitigations beyond those provided by 
a specific product that is used in the system. 

3.3 Example of Using Threat Modeling and Attack Surface Analysis 

The SQL example is a classic instance of the application of threat modeling and attack surface 
analysis. A dataflow analysis would consider the effects of the acceptance of invalid data and of 
identified possible mitigations. 

For the bank fraud example, an effective application of threat modeling and attack surface 
analysis would have identified the security assumption of a trusted user and analyzed the 
consequences by considering scenarios with compromised clients.  

Threat modeling for the Google example could take several forms. The laptop in question was 
running an older version of Internet Explorer, but the exploits used zero-day vulnerabilities (i.e., 
they had not been used before). From that perspective the risks of using an older version of IE 
might be less significant than the effects of zero-day vulnerabilities.  

Threat modeling and attack surface analysis could be applied in general to portable devices. The 
ever-increasing attack surface associated with better connectivity, applications that use that 
connectivity, and sophisticated malware that targets such connectivity require that threat modeling 
for internal systems considers scenarios with compromised user computing devices. Such 
scenarios should not consider how a computing device was compromised but rather should 
analyze possible effects of such events. 

3.4 Reducing Defects and Targets: A Systems Perspective 

Vulnerability reports and patches single out a specific product. This may give too much 
importance to the value of individual supplier and product evaluations. For a software system 
acquirer, a system perspective is required to provide the necessary context for risk analysis and 
evaluation of commercial products and custom-developed software components that compose the 
system.  
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A software system’s supply chain risks are the aggregate of the risks of the system’s software 
components. This includes risks associated with custom software development and integration, 
with the commercial software products used, and with any use of legacy components.8 However, 
vulnerability risk analysis depends on knowing how that software system is used. Usage is 
derived from the role of the system that incorporates that software component, how the 
component is used in the system, and the business criticality of the system.   

System risk analysis must consider the emergent behavior of the integrated components. Have 
additional risks been created during integration? No component is risk free. A commercial 
product might be used in an operational environment subject to greater threats than were 
considered by its developers. Has component integration considered such circumstances? System 
integration is frequently outsourced. Hence integration contractors are part of a supply chain, and 
weaknesses in their integration and SCRM capabilities contribute to the overall set of system 
supply chain risks. The same risks occur with the use of an internal integration team. Hence 
supply chain risk analysis should consider both external and internal contributors. 

 
8  In this report, “legacy” refers to previously developed custom software and deployed commercial software. 
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4.2.1 Specific Software Products 

Most acquiring organizations tend to make single software product acquisitions for end-user 
productivity software, such as document editors and web browsers, or for integrated systems, such 
as the Siemens control system or database management systems. Interoperability certainly exists 
among these products and other systems, but the primary acquisition driver is functionality.  

4.2.2 Software Products Incorporated into a System 

An acquirer has very little knowledge of the development practices used for a commercial 
product, and at this time no public certification of a supplier’s practices is available. Some 
organizations do not deploy software products that fail a test suite such as that used by Veracode. 
At noted in Section 3.1, developers at the leading edge of secure software production agree that 
secure development practices must be based on threat and risk analysis. An assessment of a 
product development organization would look for 
• a development staff that is knowledgeable in exploitable software weaknesses and well 

trained in mitigating those risks  

• physical, personnel, and industrial security measures 

• strong configuration management of development facilities 

• careful vetting of employees 

• assessment and monitoring of their own suppliers and subcontractors 

• attack surface analysis and threat modeling or equivalent practices to identify possible 
software weaknesses and the strength of mitigations needed given the software’s intended 
operational use 

• verification that risk mitigation and remediation actions are sufficient, that testers are 
knowledgeable of applicable software weaknesses and mitigations, and that those items are 
incorporated into the test plan 

Unacceptable risks identified during a product assessment can lead to a rejection, to the 
application of operational controls that reduce those risks to an acceptable level, and in some 
instances to a product revision that has acceptable risks. 

Product assessment criteria must reflect the criticality of usage and the level of assurance 
required. There are no accepted definitions for assurance levels. A general characterization of 
such levels appears in Table 3. Criteria for high assurance could include independent supplier and 
product assessments as well as demonstrations of that capability in the development of existing 
products or systems.  
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Table 3: Levels of Assurance12 
High Assurance  Residual risks have been eliminated. There are no known failures.  

Medium Assurance Known vulnerabilities have been addressed. Acquirer understands and accepts any 
residual risks.  

Low Assurance Designed for low risk and low consequent usage where failure can be tolerated.  

4.2.3 System Development and Integration 

Acquisition and risk management practices that rely solely on assessments of such products and 
their suppliers overlook other key sources of risk in today’s environment, such as the changing 
threat landscape and an increasing demand for leading-edge software with risks that are not well 
understood. These risks should be analyzed from a systems perspective, which captures product 
usage and consequences associated with supply chain risks. 

Quite a few of the criteria for system developers are generalizations of the criteria for product 
suppliers. However, the application of equivalent practices at a system level can be more 
demanding. The criteria for development staff is a good example. Staff training for a product’s 
development can concentrate on the development weaknesses appropriate to that supplier’s 
domain and products. Development history usually identifies specific features that require 
development staff guidance. A product developer normally manages a relatively small and stable 
set of suppliers. In comparison, an integration contractor or system developer is likely doing 
multiple one-off efforts across multiple functional domains and with differing sets of applicable 
software products, suppliers, and subcontractors. It is relatively easy for a product developer to 
maintain the required expertise given a relatively long product life. New employees can, over 
time, be brought up the required level. Multiple one-off system developments, on the other hand, 
require an established base of expertise in a wide spectrum of software weaknesses, threats, and 
possible mitigations.  

An acquirer should assess a contractor’s capability to  
• analyze software risks associated with the use of commercial products. For example, what 

access controls are available for the use of runtime customizations? An analysis of proposed 
usage and a product’s attack surface can identify attack opportunities that require mitigations 
beyond those provided by the product. 

• manage risk associated with integration of components that have a lower level of assurance 
than the desired system assurance level (see Table 3). Examples of this situation include the 
use of legacy systems or of components designed for a different operational environment.  

• perform system-level attack surface analysis and threat modeling or equivalent practices to 
identify weaknesses related to how software components are used and integrated into the 
system. For example, proposed usage of a commercial product may encounter operational 
threats that were not considered by the external developers, or access controls for runtime 
customizations may not be sufficient for business criticality. An analysis of a product’s 
proposed usage and its attack surface can identify attack opportunities that require 
mitigations beyond those provided by the product. 

 
12  Drawn from Burton Group presentations and reports. 
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• maintain a staff that has a broad knowledge of exploitable software weaknesses and their 
mitigation  

• test for applicable system development and integration weaknesses as guided by the system’s 
threat model 

4.3 Acquirer Mitigations 

An acquirer’s options for reducing the occurrence and impacts of software vulnerabilities depend 
on both the acquisition context and the attack opportunities and motives. Acquirers may act to 
prevent the insertion of vulnerabilities, recognize and reduce the impacts of latent vulnerabilities, 
and ensure that the system can be used and sustained in a manner that does not introduce 
additional supply chain risks. 

For custom-developed systems, the most effective acquirer mitigation may be to monitor 
emerging supply-chain risk during development. While a product with unacceptable risks can be 
rejected, identification of unacceptable system risks late in a system development life cycle can 
lead to an expensive redesign or, in the worst case, to the creation of expensive but unused 
systems. 

The development of a threat model and the results of attack surface analysis can guide an 
acquirer’s review of system development activities. A threat model is initially very general and 
may only note the sensitivity of information or criticality of usage. An acquirer should 
periodically review threat model development with the supplier to focus attention on critical areas 
of risk management: 
• incorporation of the model in design and implementation, using the threat model to help 

identify areas of uncertainty that could require additional defensive and recovery measures 

• effects of tradeoff, design, and product selection decisions  

• threat and risk guidance given to subcontractors and product developers  

• product selection criteria based on the threat model and the acquirer’s risk profile 

• use of the threat model to identify software weaknesses and mitigations that should be part of 
a test plan  

• mitigation of the risks of using leading-edge technology    

4.4 Possible Tradeoffs 

Developing a system with acceptable supply chain risks always involves tradeoffs. An effective 
approach for software SCRM must target those risks that affect operational, mission, and business 
objectives. It must also reflect priorities and resource constraints: not every SCRM practice can be 
applied to every software component.  

Some supply chain tradeoffs are associated with acquirer requirements. A simplified design to 
reduce cost or speed delivery may not provide adequate mitigations for known operational risks. 
Products that support end-user runtime customization provide that same capability to an attacker, 
who could use it to adversely change the behavior of the software. The use of emerging 
technologies with exploits that are not well understood increases operational risks. System 
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functionality may have to be changed or a higher risk accepted if mitigation costs for a desired 
feature are too high or if residual risks for known mitigations are higher than anticipated.  

Section 4.2.3 lists general supplier selection criteria for system development. Custom-system 
development for an acquirer often involves a new use of a software system. A system that requires 
leading-edge technologies or architectures creates a learning curve for both acquirer and 
developer. Risks are not fully understood at the start of development. The ability of a contractor to 
manage the dynamics of risk and communicate those issues to the acquirer is a critical selection 
criterion.  

To help resolve such tradeoffs, a system contractor should be able to 
• provide a business justification for security by mapping threats to business assets 

• discuss risks and tradeoffs during software development in a quantifiable way [McGovern 
2010] 

A system contractor’s ability to meet the above requirements depends on 
• a characterization of an acquirer’s risk profile. The acquirer’s risk profile, the criticality of 

usage, the scope of the desired functionality, and the potential integration difficulties should 
guide the system design and specify product and supplier capability requirements. 
Adherence to these requirements should be monitored and measured throughout the life 
cycle. 

• analysis that identifies supply chain risks and possible mitigations associated with system 
integration and the use of externally developed software 

Attack surface analysis is valuable in tradeoff discussions for the following reasons: 
• A system with more targets, more enablers, more channels, or more generous access rights 

provides more opportunities to attackers. An acquisition process designed to mitigate supply 
chain security risks should include requirements for a reduced and documented attack surface. 

• An acquirer can compare the security risks and functionality of specific product features. 

• The attack surface can also be applied during operations to identify the attack opportunities 
that could require additional mitigation beyond that provided by the product. 

One challenging design tradeoff is between prevention and recovery. For example, which is better 
for disk drive reliability: drives with better mean-time-failure specifications, or recovery 
mechanisms that can swap out a faulty drive without affecting operations? Even with recovery, 
drive quality must be balanced with recovery costs. The use of inexpensive, low-quality drives 
may require additional drives to provide adequate redundancy, increasing the administrative costs 
of replacing defective units.  

For a number of reasons, recovery is an essential aspect of SCRM. Incorporating extensive 
prevention mechanisms during development can increase complexity and hence risk. Risk 
analysis cannot anticipate all possible failure conditions. For example, a commercial product may 
be used in a high-risk military operational environment with threats not normally encountered in 
the domestic environment for which the product was designed. Software recovery in these 
instances often focuses on restoring a software service without an in-depth analysis of the cause, 
but a successful recovery depends on controlling the propagation of the failure’s effects. 
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4.5 Limitations of Supply Chain Risk Management 

An acquirer must be aware of the limitations of SCRM. Total prevention is not feasible because of 
the sheer number of risks; limited supply chain visibility; uncertainty of product assurance; and 
evolving nature of threats, usage, and product functionality. Often a system design incorporates 
what is called defense in depth, or multiple mitigations for a risk, typically at different layers of 
the architecture. For example, system defenses typically include a combination of network, host, 
and application controls. System access could be a combination of software and physical controls 
that implement an organizational policy. Additional mitigations do not necessarily reduce risk. 
While defense in depth has been demonstrated to protect physical assets, its value for software 
security has been questioned [Talbot 2010].13 For complex software systems with multiple 
mitigations, we often do not understand how interactions among layers or an identified weakness 
in a layered defense might reduce protection [Talbot 2010]. Such a lack of understanding 
increases the likelihood during deployment that what are thought to be isolated changes have 
adverse global effects. 

  

 
13  Issues raised are consistent with proprietary Burton Group risk management reports based on field 

observations. 
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5 Deployment and Operations 

One software supply chain challenge during deployment is to ensure that as the threat 
environment, usage scenarios, requirements, and components evolve, operational risks are 
continually assessed and mitigated to ensure that operational objectives and assets are not placed 
at risk. Commercial software components are commonly deployed for five years or longer, but 
development design decisions and product selections are based on the data available at the time of 
development. Assessments performed as part of the initial acquisition for a commercial 
component are valid only at that time.  

Some examples of risks that may emerge during deployment include the following: 
• New attack techniques and software weaknesses may be discovered. 

• Product upgrades that add features or change design can invalidate the results of prior risk 
assessments and may introduce vulnerabilities. 

• Corporate mergers, new subcontractors, or changes in corporate policies, staff training, or 
software development processes may eliminate expected SCRM practices. 

• Product criticality may increase with new or expanded usage. 

The transition of a system from development to operations involves several aspects that require 
careful planning:  
• Risks that emerge during deployment in the evolving environment must be regularly 

assessed. Knowledge of supply chain risks and tradeoff decisions encountered during 
development must be transferred to the operational unit.  

• System maintenance contractors must have the capability to identify and mitigate the 
emergent supply chain risks as described in Section 3.  

• System maintenance contractors must be knowledgeable of potential system weaknesses 
identified during development and how those weaknesses have been mitigated. System 
changes made without that knowledge can negate the effectiveness of existing mitigations. 
This problem is not necessarily resolved by the development contractor continuing in a 
maintenance role because maintenance may be transferred to a new team.  

System development and integration deliverables should include a threat model and a summary of 
attack surface analysis. The threat model should consider operational usage and threats. Threat 
modeling supports development during deployment by identifying dependencies, trust boundaries, 
and key design assumptions. This knowledge is essential to analyzing the impact of changes in 
usage, threats, and software and to ensure that software upgrades are keeping pace with emerging 
vulnerabilities. Such a threat model is particularly valuable when responsibility for a system is 
transferred to a maintenance contractor or an internal unit within an organization. A threat model 
can also guide requirements for service level agreements.  

Software design and integration make assumptions about expected operational behavior. The 
behavior of complex systems is difficult to model. Developers should not assume that threat 
modeling is complete or without errors. Operational monitoring should log instances of 
unexpected behavior, which could indicate invalid design assumptions or an exploited system. 
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6 Summary 

This report considers risks associated with software defects created during development. Such 
defects are often sufficient to compromise a system. For example, the malware that targeted 
Siemens’ industrial control systems exploited software weaknesses in the Siemens software and in 
the Windows operating system.  

One goal of software SCRM is to assure that cyber attacks will not compromise operational 
objectives. Achieving this goal requires a focus on reducing the prevalence of software errors that 
can be exploited to gain unauthorized access, insert malware, or steal or modify critical data and 
software programs. Robust software development practices can help, but, as noted in the 
Introduction, software providers have not widely adopted these practices. 

Security for application software is getting increased commercial attention, but, for a variety of 
reasons, it is not widely practiced. A number of efforts are underway to identify criteria for a 
security evaluation of commercial software products and their suppliers. A general reduction of 
software defects that could affect product security is essential, but it provides only limited 
assurance that all the defects that could affect a specific system have been mitigated. Tradeoffs in 
requirements, component assurance, and costs associated with mitigating supply chain risks that 
emerge during development should require acquirer concurrence. 

In many instances, an acquirer’s management of software supply chain risk relies on contractors 
for system development, integration, and deployment. With increasing system complexity and 
malware sophistication, system contractors cannot assume that improved product assurance is 
sufficient. Contracts for system development, integration, or deployment must include 
requirements for SCRM, and acquirer selection criteria for such contracts must cover supply chain 
management as well as supply chain risk and threat mitigation capabilities. 
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7 Next Steps 

A key recommendation for acquirers and developers is to use a systematic process that leverages 
threat and risk analysis for periodic risk identification and mitigation. A solid risk and threat 
modeling approach will allow acquirers to sort through the plethora of recommendations in the 
literature and select, apply, and monitor compliance with those recommendations most suited to 
their own organization or system. 

While this report introduced a simple framework that consisted of attack enablers and supplier 
and acquirer mitigations of those enablers, more work is needed to develop useful tools that 
facilitate the acquirer’s role. The SEI has work in progress that will enable acquirers to effectively 
identify and mitigate supply chain risks, including 
• tools and techniques to clarify the impacts of the software supply chain on operational 

objectives and systems and to identify the supply chain risks that warrant application of 
limited resources 

• guidance and a framework for selecting and implementing the most promising software 
SCRM practices 

• methods for evaluating and measuring the implementation and effectiveness of SCRM 
practices and for tracking supply chain risk trends 

In addition, the current body of knowledge within the software supply chain domain consists of 
experiential knowledge reported by a number of sources and codified in various technical reports 
and presentations within the software assurance and acquisition communities. Supply chain in-
formation is often incomplete. There are no demonstrated leading-edge indicators of supply chain 
assurance that support predictive models of supply chains delivering secure software. At this time, 
a more rigorous development of the leading indicators of software supply chain security should 
enable validation or rejection of such measures. It should also enable the construction of 
predictive models of software supply chain security objectives. 

An objective of future work is to build a foundation for longer-term data collection and analysis in 
support of software assurance and supply chain standards activities. The results are also expected 
to influence enhancements to training, processes, and regulations related to management of 
software supply chain risk. 
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